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Abstract

Introduction. Postural defects are a real challenge for the contemporary world. Scoliosis, kyphosis and lordosis are diseases of
the spine, with various evolutions and multiple changes of the other components of the thorax (shoulders, shoulder blades, ribs), as
well as of the intrathoracic and even abdominal organs. Material and method. This paper presents a study on the need to use a
smart orthosis in the prevention of postural defects, a study that is the preamble to the physical realization of such an orthosis. The
smart orthosis will use inertial sensors capable of calculating orientation angles in a portable monitoring system that will calculate
and represent the curvature of the spine. It is hoped that finding a non-invasive solution to identify the shape of the human back
can help reduce the time required for medical rehabilitation sessions or can prevent possible postural defects. Results and
discussions. In this study, the existing orthoses on the market that could fall into the category of rehabilitation devices used in the
prevention of postural defects were evaluated and an intelligent orthosis was designed. Conclusions. At this time, the existence of
an intelligent orthosis in the prevention of postural defects would lead to an improvement in health among the population. Also,
this prosthesis would crown the work of physiotherapists by maintaining the results obtained.
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Introduction
A number of musculoskeletal disorders of the spine are
closely related to vicious positions, including structural
deformity of the spine and back pain (1 – 5). Spinal
disorders can occur in all categories of the population,
and are largely due to lifestyle, excessive population
growth in certain areas of the globe, and an aging
population worldwide. The correct attitude of the body is
a sign of physical and mental balance, a result of the
normal and harmonious development of the body.
Scoliosis, kyphosis and lordosis are diseases of the spine,
with various evolutions and multiple changes that
influence the functioning of the body and internal organs.
Defective posture is most common among adolescents
and has been reported as the most important risk factor
for neck, back and shoulder pain. If a posture is
maintained for a long time, cumulative effects may begin
to occur. The results of Cho's study showed a high rate of
posture characterized by the neck being bent forward
(25%), associated with a high percentage of adolescents
(43%) who spend long periods of time in front of the TV
and computer. Computer use among children aged 11 to
15 years has been associated with poor posture in other
studies; these works also mention physical inactivity,
depression and stress as causes among children (6). Age
has been reported as a risk factor for increased back pain,
which occurs especially after the age of 12. At the
national level, poor posture is a major health problem that
occurs in school-age children and can seriously affect the
health of the future adult (7). In figure 1 you have the

image of a four years child with dextroconvex S
scoliosis.

Fig. 1. Patient with dextroconvex S scoliosis
The concept of multidisciplinary rehabilitation of these
spinal disorders includes surgery, medical and orthotics
and back muscle strengthening exercises to counteract
postural deviations of patients. For non-surgical and nonmedical interventions, conventional orthosis interventions
must apply passive forces to the human body with
orthosis to support the alignments of the trunk and
control the deformities of the spine. Currently, rigid
thoraco-lumbo-sacral orthoses (TLSO) are used in
patients with progressive idiopathic scoliosis and soft
lumbar corsets are used in patients with low back pain
and the elderly with osteoporotic vertebral fracture (810).
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Fig. 2. Dextroconvex dorsal scoliosis and sinistroconvex
lumbar scoliosis, with accentuated right costal relief, a
slight clogging of the left thorax and asymmetry of the
shoulder blades
To keep the torso upright with active muscle forces it is
necessary to perform strengthening exercises for the back
muscles. In most cases, patients do not perform the
rehabilitation program suggested by the physiotherapist
alone at home because patients are not motivated (11-12).
A vicious daily posture in patients with spinal disorders
can further damage the spine and regional pain due to its
deformities. Poor posture is defined as any prolonged
deviation from the "neutral spine". For postural
correction, postural training was proposed and the school
of the back appeared. In this rehabilitation program the
patient is taught to use their own back muscles to keep
the spine in natural curvature. Attempts are made to make
the patient aware of his vicious posture in order to
prevent the appropriate symptoms (13).
Postural training can facilitate the refinement of
proprioceptive awareness of vertical posture and prevent
the deterioration of spinal deformities, such as scoliosis
and lordosis.
But using a smart system that would generate a
"reminder" for maintaining a good posture could be an
excellent prophylaxis for at-risk patients. A postural
training device can help facilitate this therapeutic
approach by providing continuous posture monitoring
and feedback signals to patients when a "weak" posture is
detected.
At this time, global trends are urging the population to
engage in systematic physical activity to improve their
health. Regular physical exertion has also been shown to
influence longevity and quality of life. Exercise also

strengthens the body from an immune point of view. An
analysis of the locomotor system shows that physical
activity improves skeletal mineralization and bone
growth in children and adolescents, strengthens and
stabilizes joints, strengthens tendon and ligament
attachment, increases cross section and volume. Muscle
increases tension, elasticity and muscle strength.
Physical activity also contributes to increasing lung
capacity and thus to increasing the depth of respiration,
improving the condition of the respiratory system. The
nervous system during exercise undergoes changes by
stimulating the process of maturation of the motor areas
of the brain that contribute to the development of
locomotor skills by improving the conduction of nerve
impulses and locomotor coordination (14).
All the factors mentioned above prevent postural defects
and play an important role in correcting postural defects.
But if the patient is not stimulated he will not do the
necessary physical exercises to maintain a correct
posture.
Matherial and Methods
Postural defects can be divided into two categories: static
defect and dynamic defect. Static defects are usually
multiple and can be observed when the patient is at rest,
sitting or standing. Defects of the legs and ankles, such as
flat feet and valgus ankles, can be responsible for an
obvious change in posture and can cause secondary
defects such as hitting the knees and changing the curves
of the spine. In these situations, patients have daily
regional pain.
Dynamic posture is how the curvature of the spine
changes when the patient moves, runs, or bends to lift
something. In this situation the muscles and noncontractile structures must work to adapt to changing
circumstances.
In order to maintain a correct posture, an intelligent
orthosis must be designed to evaluate the patient's posture
in both statics and dynamics.
Types of smart orthoses on the market
A posture-correcting orthosis should be light and
comfortable to wear when the spine is in its neutral
position. If the patient changes position by bending or
turning the shoulders, the device should provide an easy
correction.
One through device that I studied is the Marakym Posture
Corrector is made of a light neoprene. It can be worn
under or over clothing, and velcro straps make it easy to
adjust for many body types and sizes. The manufacturers
recommend specialized help for the first adjustment of
this orthosis, which means that it is not a device that can
be easily adapted to the patient's needs, but through
certain adjustments (15).
Another device studied is a traditional posture corrector
called Evoke Pro Back Posture Corrector. The Evoke Pro
posture corrector has a modified 8-shape design, which
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achieves a better pressure distribution between the
shoulder blades. Velcro straps allow you to adjust the
tension and position the strap. The breathable, tight fabric
fits on the back, and the padded straps wrap under the
arms, without restricting movement (16).

Fig. 3. Flexguard and Upright GO Posture Trainer
images
Back pain can be reduced according to Flexguard
manufacturers by ensuring better shoulder stability. This
design is partly back (figure 3), partly posture corrector
and all about the correct alignment of the spine.
Flexguard Support Back Brace Posture Corrector is a
handy option for people suffering from back pain due to a
vicious posture (17).
There are also devices specially designed for those who
carry out daily office activities. Upright GO Posture
Trainer (figure 3) is a portable device that sticks to the
center of the upper back with secure skin adhesives.
When the patient's posture is no longer correct, the device
vibrates to remind the patient to maintain a correct
posture (18).
Another device has been specially designed to combat
back pain. Better Back consists of unique straps that wrap
around the patient's knees and turn any chair into an
ergonomic chair. In this way it helps the patient to
improve his posture and reduces pain. The manufacturers
recommend wearing it for only 15 minutes a day and can
help the patient train in a perfect posture (19).
2.2 Methods used in the design of smart orthosis
From the studies performed, it seems that at this moment
there is no orthosis device designed to be designed for the
entire spinal cord. Existing devices have some
disadvantages such as the fact that they follow only the
longitudinal and horizontal circumferences of the trunk
and cannot provide any information directly related to the
curves of the spine (20).
The system designed by us is designed to be used to
monitor spinal posture in terms of instantaneous spinal
length, continuously and in real time. In this way this
device is intended to provide feedback signals to patients
to correct their vicious posture.
Tensions that can occur in the spine due to a vicious
posture can cause discomfort and pressure changes in the
gluteal slit and in the groin area.

The medical device that should be developed should be a
portable, easy-to-use and more innovative postural
training system. For a complete postural correction this
device should be able to measure the parameters related
to the curvature of the spine. It should also be easy to
wear and use so that it can provide postural information
of daily activity and improve the feasibility and
effectiveness of postural training.
The development of position sensors has undergone a
huge increase in the last 10 years because we are talking
about sensors that are studied and used in various fields
such as human robotic applications, industrial, aerospace
and biomedical applications. The technologies for
making electronic circuits have advanced a lot and these
sensors have become smaller in size and better in
performance. Accelerometers and gyroscopes are
commonly used to provide information on position and
orientation in the aerospace and robotics industry.
For the analysis of the movements of the trunk, it is not
enough to use these categories of sensors because it does
not provide complete information about the curvature of
the spine. These sensors can also be used to measure the
kinematic parameters of body segments. Therefore, a
portable and portable posture monitoring system cannot
be built with these miniature sensors at the base, because
studies have shown that they cannot perform full and
real-time monitoring.
In the orthosis designed in our laboratory, for a complete
monitoring of the vertebral curvature, we used inertial
sensors and Flex sensors ass you can see in figure 4. By
permanently determining the variation of the curves of
the spine, we can also provide real-time feedback to the
patient.

a)
b)
Fig. 4. The scheme of placement possibilities in a)
double max points positive curve and b) single max
points positive curve
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The block diagram of the smart orthosis proposed by us
includes Flex sensors, Inertial sensors, a GPS/GSM
module, Bluetooth module that are all controlled by an
Arduino Mega 2560- Central Unit as can be seen in
figure 5.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the concept proposed by the
intelligent orthosis
Our intention is to provide continuous feedback to both
patients and physicians or treating physiotherapists.
Therefore, all recorded data on changes in spine
curvature are sent in real time to the patient via a mobile
application. This mobile application is a permanent
feedback of the orthosis so that the patient can selfcorrect his vicious positions. Also, our intention is to
make an analysis of the signals collected in 24 hours and
this analysis should be sent to the attending physician /
physiotherapist in order to interpret the patient's
evolution.
The features we want to implement in creating this smart
orthosis used as a posture corrector include wearing
comfort, ease of use and size reduction.

Fig. 6. Wiring diagram of the designed device

Conclusions
The purpose of this study is to design an intelligent
orthosis that can detect postural changes in the variation
of the curvature of the spine. This orthosis is intended to
be used in the prevention of postural injuries and in
guiding patients to maintain a correct posture of the spine
during treatment during daily activities.
The smart orthosis was designed to be a portable and
easy-to-use spine monitoring system that could be
attached to the body to track changes in vertebral angles
in daily activities. This orthosis could be used to collect
information about the posture of the spine and the daily
postural habits of users. In this way the device can
provide real-time and continuous feedback to patients to
correct vicious postures.
The likelihood of a patient regularly wearing a spinal
corrector that is comfortable is higher than in the case of
potentially robust devices. Another aspect taken into
account by us is the design of the device and the way it
interacts with the patient, specially designed so that the
patient does not require technical or medical knowledge
in use. Most posture correcting devices have universal
dimensions. Our idea in fixing this device is based on
adjustable straps combined with elastic bands that adapt
to each patient.
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